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(Übersetzung A. D. Godley) 

[2] Xerxes and his barbarians attacked, but Leonidas and his Hellenes, knowing they were going 

to their deaths, advanced now much farther than before into the wider part of the pass. In all the 

previous days they had sallied out into the narrow way and fought there, guarding the defensive 

wall. [3] Now, however, they joined battle outside the narrows and many of the barbarians fell, 

for the leaders of the companies beat everyone with whips from behind, urging them ever 

forward. Many of them were pushed into the sea and drowned; far more were trampled alive by 

each other, with no regard for who perished. [4] Since the Hellenes knew that they must die at 

the hands of those who had come around the mountain, they displayed the greatest strength they 

had against the barbarians, fighting recklessly and desperately. [1] By this time most of them had 

had their spears broken and were killing the Persians with swords. Leonidas, proving himself 

extremely valiant, fell in that struggle and with him other famous Spartans, whose names I have 

learned by inquiry since they were worthy men. Indeed, I have learned by inquiry the names of 

all three hundred. [...] 

[1] [...] The battle went on until the men with Epialtes arrived. [2] When the Hellenes saw that 

they had come, the contest turned, for they retired to the narrow part of the way, passed behind 

the wall, and took their position crowded together on the hill, all except the Thebans. This hill is 

at the mouth of the pass, where the stone lion in honor of Leonidas now stands. [3] In that place 

they defended themselves with swords, if they still had them, and with hands and teeth. The 

barbarians buried them with missiles, some attacking from the front and throwing down the 

defensive wall, others surrounding them on all sides. [...] 

[1] There is an inscription written over these men, who were buried where they fell, and over 

those who died before the others went away, dismissed by Leonidas. It reads as follows: “Here 

four thousand from the Peloponnese once fought three million.” [2] That inscription is for them 

all, but the Spartans have their own: “Foreigner, go tell the Spartans that we lie here obedient to 

their commands.” 


